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GM Note’s

GM:   Justbeer  016 418 4141
VGM:  Speedhound 016 458 4721
On Sec:  Bibi Tulips 012 408 1540
Hash Cash: Rupiah   012 410 6231
Ass. H.Cash:  No Choice 011 1435 5745

Run: 2489
Date: 24 October 2019
Hare: Kissingher
Runsite: Shamrock Beach, watertank

Web: www.hashhouseharrietspenang.com
Email: onsec@hashhouseharrietspenang.com

The troops gathered to set Kissingher’s run, reinforced by Texas Bullshitter and 
Texas Tits. No Choice and Pimp were my brigade. We knew that it was likely to 
pour down in the evening and the light would fade early so we decided to do the 
run mostly on track.
We set off  towards the back of  the Chinese Shrine and turned left. Climbing the 
terraces higher we were able to bypass the construction site altogether and then 
we continued up on the path.  It was wet, soggy and slippery!!  The path was also 
overgrown in many parts and unrecognisable. 
Instead of  turning right and climbing we went down, crossed the stream and 
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carried on up the middle track. Up and up we climbed, huffing and puffing until 
we reached the top of  the ridge. At this point we heaved a sigh of  relief  as it was 
all downhill from here!! There was to be no respite however as it felt like we were 
sliding down a mud hill trying to find anything to hold onto to prevent ourselves 
from tumbling over and over. It was tough going! Eventually the runsite came 
into view and so did the rain as it began to pelt down!!
In the evening the brave ones arrived and did the run in the rain. The Shrine per-
sonnel were once again so kind to us by allowing us to shelter under the canopy 
and even turned on the lights. Such wonderful, friendly people! Thank you.
A big thank you to the Hare for his generosity in hosting! The home cooked food 
was delicious and plentiful and though the run was wet and slippery I think all 
who did it enjoyed the challenge.
Thank you to all who turned up on the night in such weather and for staying and 
making it a successful evening.

Next Week we are Bee Gallery 
for Akz Hole’s Run,

Please come and support 
Hareline 2019

Run Date Bunny/Hare Runsite
2491 7-11-19 Mini Sausage Mini Sausage’s runsite, behind Is-

land Resort
2492 14-11-19 Diwali Run Bee Gallery
2493 21-11-19 Jackpot Jalan Ketitir
2494 28-11-19 Wankston Churchill Shamrock Beach, watertank
2495 5-12-19 Flying Fish Lembah Permai, shoplots
2496 12-12-19 Christmas Run TBA
2497 19-12-19 BC Lim TBA
2498 26-12-19 Take Care TBA

Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will be
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1. Just as we were about to start the circle who should turn up after many 
months of  being away none other than Biking Sheila. So she was first on ice to 
say welcome back!!
2. As one member arrives so others leave. The next on ice was Fancy Pants who 
is now returning to Germany and will not be back until sometime next year. 
Please note that he is also the first to pay his subs for 2020!! That’s dedication for 
you.

Circle 

Please respect the environment which we enjoy each week and ensure 
that no rubbish is left at the site, including cigarette butts, scraps and 
general litter. Thank you.

3. Fancy Panties was next to also say Bon Voyage and for doing the driving 
whilst here to prevent Fancy Pants from having another accident!!
4. A CFTF by Pimp saw the GM on ice. The charge was for sending a text mes-
sage the day before saying meet at Shamrock 10.30 to set the run and for calling 
him a Dodo when he asked why??
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5. Another CFTF by Iceman saw Botak Chin on ice. The charge was he being 
an Australian but trying to switch nationalities to being a New Zealander after 
Australia lost to England in the Rugby World Cup. (Wouldn’t have done him 
any good anyway as New Zealand lost to England in the Semi-final..Ed!!)
6. Hare on ice! Thank you Kissingher for the evening’s hosting. It was a good, 
slippery run, great home cooked food and a lovely friendly atmosphere. 
The Diwali Run has been postponed and will now be on the 14 November at Bee 
Gallery. Akz Hole has once again agreed to swap his run to accommodate the 
necessary change and so we thank him for that.
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Pictures of  the evening 
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4, Justbeer 18, Akz Hole

October
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Funnies
If  you ever see me running, run like hell too. I’m far too lazy to be running with-
out a good reason.

He who wakes up early, yawns all day long.

If  a man said he’ll fix it, he’ll fix it. There is no need to nag him every 6 months 
about it.

We got divorced on the grounds of  religious differences. My husband thought 
he was God.

It is a truth universally acknowledged that your urge to pee intensifies as you are 
unlocking the door.

I had loads to do today. Ah well, so now I have loads to do tomorrow.

I am an example to others. A bad example.

Men with piercings are ideal marriage material. They are not new to pain and 
they have experience with buying jewelry. 

Whoever said “nothing is impossible” clearly never tried slamming a revolving 
door. 

Promises are like babies… They’re fun to make but hard to deliver.
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Good Morning to all GM, On Sex and all beloved hashers.
We have decided our Penang 5th joint hash run as follows :

Date : 7 December 2019 sat
Venue : Sg Lembu Industrial Park
Registration fee : 50.00 per pax.
OC : Mr Bean,  Butterworth Hazards 

Kindly register yourself  thru your chapter with t shirt size before 30th 
Oct 2019.
Looking forward to Yr support. on on.
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Invitation Runs
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Disclaimer: By taking part in a Hash House Harriets 
Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the or-
ganisers or any affiliated individual responsible for 
any injury or mishap that may happen to you.


